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Abstract

Cli�on is one of the oldest neighborhood in Cincinnati, Ohio. It is main business district, Ludlow business 
district is famous for its charm of diverse population & businesses, mixed land use and great architecture 
assets. However, as many Cincinnati neighborhoods are rising up  to be the new destination for vibrant 
urban lifestyle, such as North side, OTR and many other, Cli�on needs a stronger representation of the 
community and build up its competitiveness.

Furthermore, due to several negative perception of Burnet Woods, barriers has been created and Burnet 
Woods is certainly number one underutilized asset of Cli�on and its surrounding neighborhoods. In order 
to reconnect Cli�on and Burnet woods, future proposal needs to take the park into consideration. 
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�e proposed project is located at the north - west corner of Burnet Woods Park. It is bounded by Ludlow 
Avenue on the north, Ormond Ave to the west, Cli�on Ave to the east and Dixmyth Ave to the south. �e 
whole project site is about 357,000 sq.�. Current features in the project site include the IGA building, the 
Ludlow Fire House, the underutilized Ludlow community garden, the Ludlow Plaza and many historic 
buildings, which are well kept and deeply appreciated. In order to preserve the beloved historic character 
of Ludlow Neighborhood, the future development proposal is looking to preserve most of the building on 
Ludlow Ave and the existing civic space. 

Moreover, in order to re-establish a health relationship with Burnet Woods, future development should also 
work closely with Cli�on Ave tra�c management to establish a safe physical access to Burnet Woods for 
future residents and visitors. 

Based on existing context, the project site could be divided into three districts, the �rst one is the mixed-
used high density district, which faces Ludlow Ave, the second one is medium density living and working 
district facing Cli�on Ave, and the third one is residential transition district . 
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LUDLOW - THE PROJECT SITE

Project Site in Context Project Site Breakdown
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Burnet Woods is at the key location connecting I-75 and the Uptown area. It is also adjacent to several key 
employer in Cincinnati, including University of Cincinnati, Environmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati 
Zoo and Good Samaritan Hospital and many Uptown communities. It is a precious nature assets that could 
provide a great urban leisure space and property to value in surrounding communities. On the contrary, 
healthy development and appropriate density in the surrounding community are also bene�cial to the park. 
As for the project site, maintaining and expanding the “Main Street” Business district suggests a better utili-
zation of land and higher density. 

Together, with development happening on all edges of Burnet Woods, more residents and visitors will pop-
ulate area and increase usage and energy in Burnet Woods. Moreover, great neighboring communities also 
creates a great gateway entry into the park. In the end, a healthy composition of civic space, natural area, 
residential area and convenient access will bring prosperity to the Uptown area. 
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General Visioning

Propose Commercial Development Proposed Residential Development
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To better analyzing the site and evaluate, an initial SWOT analysis and several site visits were done at the 
beginning of the term. Among all the issues that was discovered, several of them were especially essential to 
future development of the project site:

• Underutilized land
• Poor gateway entry from the south side of the project site into Ludlow Business District
• Unpleasant streetscape along Cli�on shows un-bu�ered concret parking lots 
• On street parking lane blocks tra�c �ows and takes space away from the Ludlow streetscape
• Unhealthy relationship with Burnet Woods due to topogical barriers, vegetation barriers
• Lacking of transition development to the residential part of the community

In order to enjoy the wonderful urban park amenity, more safe access and view points towards Burnet 
Woods should be proviced.
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Existing Conditions Analysis - Current Development 

Initial SWOT Analysis
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4
1. Parking vs. Tra�c
2. Underutlized Plaza
3. Empty Shopfronts 
4. No Relation to Burnet Woods
5. Undertilized Land
6. Unpleasant Entry Way



In order to understand existing assets in the neighborhood and future development opportunities, an in-
depth building analysis was done in the Ludlow project site. �e results show that Ludlow has a history of 
mixed use building utilization and hight lot converge and leaving very few preserved land for future devel-
opment. Moreover, the existing Ludlow Business Districts relies heavily on on-street parking spots, which is 
scattered around the neighborhood. Future development, which is expected to build higher density should 
consider alternative parking opportunity for incoming residents. One type of possible building development 
is a underground parking garage utilizing the site topography.

 Moreover, existing commercial is mostly located on the �rst level of the building, In order to expand the 
Ludlow Business District, future development can also consider bringing development onto the second level 
as well. 
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Existing Conditions Analysis - Building Analysis  

Existing Building Add -on

Underground Parking Garage
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�e existing Ludlow Business District had a large amount of outstanding architecture assets and many of 
them were currently mixed-use. Moreover, due to the prosperous business community, Cli�on has a high 
demand for outdoor leisure space. 

Moreover, based on GIS information, there are a big vacant space at the heart of the IGA Block. �e amount 
of vacant land could be the greatest advantage for future development. A great mixture of land uses are also 
well developed along Ludlow Ave. Future development should consider to inherit the great land use pattern 
of the existing Ludlow Business District, with better utilization of land and propose higher density.
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Visioning of Project Site

Building Figureground 

Outstanding Architecture Assets 

Existing Landuse

Tradition of Public Space Usage 
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Existing Commercial Properties Existing Residential Properties



An successful example of embracing inner block civic space 
will be the North Bethesda Market, Maryland. �is is an 
urban mixed use in�ll development, the key feature is the 
central civic spaces, which is primarily accessed by the 
walking corridor. �e development provides seasonal civic 
space programming as well. It contains a semi-public swim-
ming pool and a ice skating square. Another development 
feature is the grocery market, which provides retail, cafe 
dining and grocery shopping amenity for visitors, residents 
and employees.  

Learning for the North Bethesda Market development, 
opening up the inner block area helps to increase pedestri-
an activity volume and activates the block. Last but not the 
least, having retail fronts along the pedestrian walkway also 
increase the amount of valuable retail square footage. 
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Case Study  - North Bethesda Market

Site Plan

Major Land Use Plan

Retail Along Internal Walkway Outdoor Dining 

Featured Anchor Tenant 

Case Study  - North Bethesda Market



1: Market Complex 2: “New” Ludlow Plaza
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Urban Framework Plan



�e proposed development could be broken into three levels in terms of accessibility and view orientation. 

�e �rst level features pleasant walking experience which is provided by the new Ludlow Plaza, the resi-
dential walk path and the newly designed community garden. �ese system of green space should embrace 
and direct the future pedestrian �ow from the Ludlow Business District to Burnet Woods. Moreover, the 
connectivity along the development, among various districts by these systematically connected civic spaces. 
�ey should also accommodated the leisure demand from incoming residents and visitors. 

�e second level features the viewing experience from the pedestrian bridge to Burnet Woods and other 
public-roof top space as well. �e new market complex, which is located at the intersection of Howell Ave 
and Cli�on Ave will the primary view points towards Burnet Woods. 

On the underground level, a “one-stop” parking garage, will be built to compensate the lost of on street 
parking space due to tra�c re-arrangement. 
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Urban Design Site Plan

Section | Cut through the Ludlow Plaza

Section | Cut �rough Ludlow Ave
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�e new proposed market complex is proposed to occupy at the corner Howell Ave and Cli�on Ave, which 
give the market a great exposure by incoming walking and driving parking. By moving the high tra�c & 
parking demand grocery market from the primary Ludlow Ave will also release the tra�c congestion com-
ing in and out of Ludlow Ave and give Cli�on Market a more prosperous streetscape. 

�e proposed market complex is consisted of three parts. Parking garage is located at the underground / 
street level to provide convenient access for incoming customers. Entrance of the market will be located on 
street level to have great exposure to customers. �e upper level is proposed to be a pent house restaurant, 
utilizing the grand roo�op space and become the new sustainable green restaurant in town. 
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Market Complex 

LocationCase Study - Urban Trader Joe’s

Market Complex 

Washington, D.C

Underground Parking 
Garage

Market Entrance

Second-Story Retail

Public Balcony - 
Primary View Point 

Penthouse Restaurant

First Story Retail

Second Story Residen-
tial



�e proposal proposed to maintain the existing plaza and expand it 
through out the middle core of the IGA block and connect to the re-paved 
alley walkway. Such expanded plaza is expected to connect di�erent pock-
ets of urban leisure space and become the new joyful pedestrian connec-
tion from di�erent parts of the block and throughout the development.

In inters of accessibility, the pedestrian bridge could be accessed by eleva-
tors located on Ludlow Ave, New Ludlow Plaza and on Howell Ave.
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New Ludlow Plaza Location

New LudLow Plaza - Central Core

New Ludlow Plaza

Elevator Access to 
Roo�op Level

Outdoor Dining Space

Access to Exisiting 
Plaza

Surface Parking Lane 

Roo�op Retail

Private Balcony, view 
towards the plaza

Private Roo�op 
Amenity



Replacing existing IGA building and in�ll with streetscape 
with complete building facades, having a certain setback 
to give more space back to the streetscape and develop 
interesting pockets of semi-public space. Moreover, the 
proposed parklot replacement highlights and creates an 
entry picture into the development from Ludlow Ave. Such 
parklots will remove the existing on street parking lane, and 
suggesting parking tra�c to reroute to secondary streets, 
such as Howell Ave to enter to the “one-stop” parking ga-
rage.
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Devlopment along Ludlow Ave 

Section | Cut through the Ludlow Plaza

Section | Cut through the Ludlow Plaza

Section | Cut �rough Ludlow Ave Parklot

Pedestrian Bridge

Retail Front Courtyard

Streetscape In�llSection | Cut through the Ludlow Plaza

Section | Cut through the Ludlow Plaza

San Francisco

NYC

Washington, D.C

Location



In order to in�ll the Cli�on streetscape, the existing scat-
tered properties will be reunion-ed and combined into one 
development complex, which also provides ground-level re-
tail opportunities to compensate the lost of two commercial 
properties. Moreover, by reoriented the complex towards 
Burnet Woods, the viewing of Burnet Woods should add 
positive value on the development itself and more apprecia-
tion of Burnet Woods. 

Moreover, the existing Ludlow Plaza is proposed to be re-
organized to provide convenient working space of farmers 
and new proposed development should face the community 
garden and appreciate the urban farming life style.
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Development along Clifton Ave

Mixed Used O�ce Complex 

Retail Space on First Level Green Streescpae

Second and �ird Story Residential Facing 
Community Garden 

Green Wall, Extruding Green Vertically

Preserving Exiting Green Space  

Reorgainzing Exsiting Community Garden

First & Second 
Level O�ce

�ird Story Residential

Community Garden & Development Oriented Towards It

Location



In order to have a residential transition 
and bu�er between the proposed high 
density mixed-use development and the 
quite and low density residential part of 
Cli�on. Such transition residential type 
including large-size duplex, medium-size 
duplex and small-size single family 
houses.

�e proposed transition development 
not only lowers the density and volume 
of activity, it also performs as a vision 
bu�er for the existing residents. 
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Transition Development

Section | Cut �rough Ludlow Ave

Back Alley 
Access to 
Private 
Garage

5 Single 
Family 
Detached 
Homes

Front Entry  From 
Residential 
Walkway 

4 Duplex Units Back Entrance to 
the 
O�ce / Residential 
Complex

LocationArchitectural Example 
Multi-Family

Columbus, OH

Columbus, OH



Together, the proposed development has carefully considered preservation of existing sacred building and civ-
ic space. It also systematically connects them together to create a stronger picture for Ludlow. Moreover, the 
proposal is looking forward to provide view opportunities towards Burnet Woods and a rich pool of potential 
users to energize the park. Other purposed amenities, such as parking, planting and retail, will support better 
utilization and future development of the park as well. It is believed that healthy development of the surround-
ing neighborhoods will have incredible positive energy �ow into the park. However, by the end of the day, one 
development in Cli�on is not going to be a cure for all. But together, working head in head with other great 
proposals considering all participating entities around and in the park, a better park and healthy communities 
could be expected .
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Quantity Information 

Conclusion: 
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